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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATIONS</th>
<th>FROM</th>
<th>TO</th>
<th>REMARKS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huntsville, Ala. (P)</td>
<td>1 Dec 67</td>
<td>17 Jun 70</td>
<td>REDESIGNATED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redstone Arsenal, Ala. (P)</td>
<td>17 Jun 70</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Missile Intelligence Agency, U.S. Army Missile Command**

**Missile Intelligence Directorate, U.S. Army Missile Command**

**HISTORICAL DATA CARD**

Provided by:
Institute of Heraldry, U.S. Army
25 November 1985

TDA M3-W2US-A0-C0, Missile Intelligence Directorate, U.S. Army Missile Command is APPROVED with AUTHORIZED STRENGTH of 13 OFF, 158 CIV, effective 1 Dec 1967 - AGSD-C (M)(12 Dec 67) ACSFOR, 10 May 1968.


TDA M3 W2USAA-05, Missile Intelligence Agency, United States Army Missile Command is APPROVED 27 Sep 71 and will be REORGANIZED with an AUTHORIZED STRENGTH of 12 OFF and 208 CIV, effective 1 Jul 71 - DAAG-ASO-D (M) (20 Oct 71) DAFD 8 Nov 71 (M3 No. 13, FY 71). CONFIRMED - GO 1, USAMC, 4 Jan 72.


TDA M3 W2USAA-07, Missile Intelligence Agency, U.S. Army Missile Command is APPROVED 6 Feb 73 and will be REORGANIZED, effective 15 Jan 73 - DAFD-DOA-CE, DAFD, 20 Feb 73 (M3 No. 192, FY 73). REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 12 OFF, 230 CIV - DAAG-ASO-D (M) (13 Feb 73) DAFD, 27 Feb 73. CONFIRMED - GO 82, USAMC, 26 Apr 73.


Missile Intelligence Agency, USA Missile Command is REASSIGNED to USA Missile Research and Development Command, effective 31 Jan 1977 - PO 4-1, DARCOM, 19 Jan 1977.

USA Missile Intel Agcy prefix is changed from M3 to XE, effective 24 Mar 1977 - PO 33-2, DARCOM, 18 Apr 1977.

TDA XEW2USAA, M10377, Missile Intelligence Agency, USA Missile Research and Development Command is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 7 OFF, 287 CIV, effective 30 Sep 1977 - VTAADS prepared on 7 Nov 77.

TDA XEW2USAA, X10178, Missile Intelligence Agency, USA Missile Research and Development Command is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 7 OFF, 304 CIV, effective 1 Oct 1977 - VTAADS, prepared on 11 Nov 77.

TDA XEW2USAA, X10179, Missile Intelligence Agency, USA Missile Research and Development Command is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 7 OFF, 319 CIV, effective 1 Oct 1978 - VTAADS, prepared on 27 Dec 1977.

TDA XEW2USAA, X10180, Missile Intelligence Agency, USA Missile Research and Development Command is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 7 OFF, 319 CIV, effective 1 Oct 79 - VTAADS prepared on 24 Aug 78.
Missile Intelligence Agency, USA Missile Research and Development Command is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 7 OFF, 304 CIV, effective 15 Sep 78 - VTAADS prepared on 24 Aug 78.

Missile Intelligence Agency, USA Missile Research and Development Command is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 7 OFF, 319 CIV, effective 2 Oct 78 - VTAADS prepared on 24 Aug 78.

Missile Intelligence Agency, USA Missile Research and Development Command is REASSIGNED to US Army Missile Command; prefix changed from XT to X6, effective 1 Jul 79 - PO 47-3, DARCOM, 19 Jun 79. REVOKED - PO 59-3, DARCOM, 30 Jul 79.

Missile Intelligence Agency, USA Missile Research and Development Command is REASSIGNED to US Army Missile Command; prefix changed from XT to X6, effective 1 Jul 79 - PO 59-4, DARCOM, 30 Jul 79.


TDA X6W2USAA, XI0282, US Army Missile Intelligence Agency, US Army Missile Command is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 14 OFF, 355 CIV, effective 1 Jan 82 - VTAADS prepared on 8 Dec 81.

TDA X6W2USAA, X10283, US Army Missile Intelligence Agency, US Army Missile Command is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 18 OFF, 397 CIV, effective 28 Feb 83 - VTAADS prepared on 28 Feb 83.


TDA X6W2USAA, X10384, US Army Missile Intelligence Agency, US Army Missile Command is REORGANIZED with an AUTH STR of 18 OFF, 423 CIV, effective 10 Dec 83 - VTAADS prepared on 2 Dec 83.


